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Abstract 
 
 Conflict fact in the nature of international relations and brought with it 
security studies are reshaping with conditions of the period day by day. Borders of the 
interstates or infinities with technological developments have added a new security 
concern. Cyber attacks and its problems as a conclusion in international security have 
revealed a new diplomacy and conflict area in the context of international relations. 
Especially critical infrastructures and these infrastructures’ diplomatic importance in 
the context of international relations have expedited the studies and meetings in this 
area and created awareness. Cyber attacks which became a deterrence mechanism for 
international actors and cyber terrorism-wars which occupy the international agenda 
in the cyber security area will have wide media coverage of states in the long term. 
Sincerity as the most important factor of security and applying realpolitik are the 
other emphasized points in this study. Within this context regional evaluations will be 
discussed about security perception in this study and will be evaluated with cyber 
deterrence and critical infrastructures as a new tool in international relations. 
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Introduction 
Saving our planet, lifting people out of poverty, advancing 

economic growth... these are one and the same fight. We must 
connect the dots between climate change, water scarcity, energy 
shortages, global health, food security and women's empowerment. 
Solutions to one problem must be solutions for all. 

    Ban Ki-moon  
“Balance of power” is an important fact in the concept of international 

relations. States need to take some precautions for protecting their interests towards 

the expecting hazards and make some cooperations for their enemies. In this case 

there would be constituted a balance for critical times and if need this balance could 

be formed again later. It is the thought that counts, maximizing the interest as an 

approach and target. Accordingly, in the concept of security, it can be observed that 

there are some changes in history with regard to dimension of conflict.  

In these changes, the most important point is energy infrastructure in the short 

term and long term with its evaluation as a critical infrastructures. The way of 

changing is always increasing as a technological; besides dependency to energy and 

diplomatic importance of this fact have a further sense in this concept. 

Especially, when we deal with cyber security not only with its individual way 

but also its activity at informatics as a key concept; it is not difficult to estimate this 

infrastructures which are linked to energy are in danger. Moreover, that will need 

cooperation with many international actors. 

States have started paying attention to cyber field for directing their military 

and economic powers in a realistic way, easier attack tactics and attrition tactics, 

besides collecting information easily. The way of energy diplomacy has started 

transforming to cyber wars and conflicts at virtual field. 

In this direction the aspect of cyber security covers many important facts like 

states’ future and surviving. The most leading title of among these is energy security 

and critical infrastructures as an informatic qualification. 

In private, Black Sea Region has already been point contention with its 

characteristic feature. Not only regional states are in this dispute, but also from USA 

to European states and China are interesting closely the region and its around energy 

corridors, energy infrastructures of region at informatic area and its systematical 

features.  



Besides that, critical infrastructures1 which are a target of sides and actors, 

will have a deterrence mechanism for region states. Also it will not be wrong to 

determine cyber attack capacity as a deterrence feature and targeting critical 

infrastructures will be distinctive. Region states also need to think some different 

cooperation alternatives for energy security and its infrastructures because of 

informatic bases. That will lead to research new alternative forms and cooperation 

methods as a theorical. 

 

Security Conception In A New Changing World 

States’ conventional or nuclear power has some deterrence capacity and these 

kind of components may have destructive effects in the world. Especially great 

powers and actors’ nuclear weapons and military capacities have devastation to close 

areas when they used. In the context of security, states’ nuclear capacity may be 

estimated in some degree but is not known charge ability with regard to deterrence. 

Moreover, it is not difficult to estimate world’s end after a big nuclear war. 

Accordingly, defence mechanism will be remain incapable. Also show of strength 

with nuclear power may force the enemy to retreat.  

States’ interest targets have revealed new war and attack methods by this way. 

Concepts like “Cyber Terrorism”, “Cyber Attacks”, “Cyber Deterrence”, “Cyber 

Security” have found out different developments and different conflict area in 

international arena. These kinds of attacks which are at micro and macro level, are not 

put into trouble the states as an economical and it is hard to know who has made the 

attacks and this strengthens the states’ hands. To the contrary nuclear deterrence, it is 

difficult to know attack capacity, time and location at cyber deterrence you can give 

some unrecoverable economic losses and can’t see loss of lives. On the other hand 

both attack and defence ways you can shunt more effectively and damage can be 

reduced. But these kind of attacks or the deterrence of terrorism come true only when 

make actual. 

With its indirect effect, cyber security composes an important research area. 

For instance, with cyber response; a nuclear power station can be controlled, 

																																																								
1 Critical infrastructure is defined as physical and information technology systems, networks, services, 
and assets which, if disrupted or destroyed, would have a devastating impact on the health, safety, 
security, or economic well-being of citizens or the active functioning of governments. 



conducted or moreover can be destroyed with cyber attack. Richard Clarke2 who is a 

security expert from USA and also was on duty at critical positions, especially 

emphasize that  the possibility of exploding the many targets at anywhere in the world 

may lead to highly stressed crisis but deterrence which prevents a nuclear war, 

processes different at cyber attacks. 

It is indicated that in many studies, Cold War era is more clear when 

compared to Cyber War fact. For example; Russian centered cyber attacks have a 

great impression in the region. One of the important intervention was carried out in 

2007 to Estonia by Russia. A systematic attack was made when the discussions of 

moving the “Tallinn’s Bronze Statue”, which was erected by the Soviet army to 

memory of II. World War. When the Russian minority’s protests were carrying on, a 

NATO member state Estonia’s internet connection was damaged and almost 

everything stopped which has online working features in Estonia. Estonia accused the 

Russia for these developments. But Russia easily denied the blames because of the 

feature of cyber attacks. Cyber war unit was constituted within the army in Estonia 

after the attacks. In a similar way, when Russia started a war to Georgia in 11 August 

2008, other front was cyber field. Target was weakening the Georgia government. 

This kind of developments motivated the Turkey, Bulgaria, Romania and Georgia for 

cyber applications and constituting security units. 

Accordingly, in the context of international relations studies literature, cyber 

security studies and theoretical approaches started to become important in security 

studies. One of the most important reason of this is the expanding circle and revealing 

different results in diplomatic way. With its structuring and developing forms, it is 

discussing subject yet whether cyber attacks are in terrorism concept. In a long term, 

it is expected that, cyber security will lead important results which will determine the 

relations of inter states. 

In addition to the technical and organizational side of cyber security risk 

mitigation, there is also a legal or policy aspect. A critical issue in dealing with cyber 

attacks, which is transnational in nature, are the current gaps in international 

cooperation. 

 

																																																								
2 Richard Clarke who is also a writer of the book ”Cyber War, The Next Threat to National Security 
and What To do About It”, had important duties for executing a independent center in USA about 
struggle area which he has also named a “Cyber War”. 



Cyber Security and Energy, Critical Infrastructures 
Threats to the national information infrastructure, 

ranging from cyber-crime to a strategic information attack on the 
United States via the global information network, present a 
dangerous new threat to our national security. We must also guard 
against threats to our other critical national infrastructures – such 
as electrical power and transportation – which increasingly could 
take the form of a cyber-attack in addition to physical attack or 
sabotage, and could originate from terrorist or criminal groups as 
well as hostile states.   (Clinton 1998c) 

To be able to tell the cyber-threats story means to understand the context in 

which this story takes place. In other words, in order to comprehend cyber threats, we 

need to understand many aspects of the phenomenon called ‘information revolution’. 

Some observers regard that the information revolution as one major driver of change 

in the fundamental conditions of international relations in the last decade (Zacher 

1992: 58–9; Castells 1996). Although the excitement about the information age was 

bigger in the 1990s than nowadays – mainly because to some degree, the novelty has 

worn off as the technology has become more ingrained into our way of living – the 

seeming dominance and prevalence of information in many aspects of modern life has 

caused this age to be labelled the ‘information age’ (Kushnick 1999).  

 
Table 1. Critical Infrastructure Dependencies3 

																																																								
3 These types of dependencies can be seen throughout all our critical infrastructure, linking them 
intimately, and demonstrating how fragile we really are without proper preparedness efforts and 
redundancies.  The illustration below outlines eight (of eighteen) of our critical infrastructure sectors: 
Fuel, Communications, Water, Banking, Electric Power, Transportation, Emergency Services, and 
Government Services. (https://triecker.wordpress.com/tag/critical-infrastructure-protection/) 



Even though the issue of cyber-threats was clearly linked to national security, 

no measures resulted that would traditionally fall in the purview of the national 

security apparatus. The nature of the issue and the discursive involvement of the 

private sector played a decisive role in this development. (Cavelty, 2008:98) 

World is at the cusp of a historic transformation of our energy systems. The 

power network, from generation to transmission and distribution to consumption, will 

undergo the same kind of architectural transformation in the coming decades that 

computing and the communication network has gone through in the last two. Some 

researchers envision a future network with hundreds of millions of 

distributed  energy resources (DERs) such as solar panels, wind turbines, electric 

vehicles, energy storage devices, smart buildings, smart appliances, smart inverters 

and other power electronics. These intelligent endpoints will not be merely passive 

loads, as are most endpoints today, but endpoints that may generate sense, compute, 

communicate, and actuate. They will create a tremendous opportunity for greater 

efficiency, flexibility and capacity in our generation and utilization of electricity. 

They will also create severe risks because of potential cyber attacks and other 

vulnerabilities. (Low, 2015: 10) 

It is easy to under-estimate the impact or damage of the cyber threat. When 

building applications, devices or systems the developers are focused on addressing 

functional requirements, non functional requirements like security are often missed 

out. A SCADA system that controls the gas pipeline which has been compromised 

can be rigged to increase the pressure to dangerously high levels leading to 

explosions. Similarly the smart grid network that has been taken over by a BOT can 

disrupt the entire grid. (Kumar, Pander, Punia, 2014: 127) 

Society’s growing dependence on ICT infrastructure and systems has given 

birth to a new class of cyber-physical threats that may facilitate physical attacks with 

a cyber-attack, so-called ‘‘cyber- enabled physical attacks’’ on critical infrastructure. 

While the means/actions of such attacks are virtual, the impact can be physical. 

Previously, this threat profile would have been physical- physical, with a physical 

intrusion (action) resulting in a physical impact. It is this shift in the threat profile that 

is troubling to the industry, particularly because physical threats can often be 

observed and mitigated more easily than cyber threats. Attacks may consist of 



disabling monitoring and security equipment or causing physical damage directly. 

(Mackinnon et al., 2013) 

In addition to the technical and organizational side of cyber security risk 

mitigation, there is also a legal or policy aspect. A critical issue in dealing with cyber 

attacks, which is transnational in nature, are the current gaps in international 

cooperation. Although nations will continue to develop self-regulatory legal 

mechanisms to fight cyber terrorism, such mechanisms could be supported by 

international agreements and appropriate national legislation to be effective across the 

board. Tehrani et al. (2013) argue that without broad international consensus and a 

global joint effort on criminalization of terrorist actions, it is largely impossible to 

bring cyber terrorists to justice. The obstacle is the establishment of a credible 

deterrent (and determining responsibility) amid the difficulty of attributing attacks, 

which are often concealed and routed through several networks, making the 

identification of responsible parties in a timely manner a huge technical challenge 

(Clayton and Segal, 2013; Geers, 2010).  

In this direction, energy security with its technological infrastructures have 

this importance nowadays when we evaluate it cyber attacks. Cyber conflicts which 

are inter states and all other international actors, is faced to obtain some data from 

these infrastructures as a target or destroy them. 

 

Cyber Wars-Energy Conflicts, Coercive Diplomacy: Black Sea Case 

Energy security, and in particular the security of natural gas supplies, is 

currently the subject of intense discussion. For instance, in times of increasing 

competition for world natural gas supplies accompanied by increasing import 

dependency of many countries, the European Union (EU) has to position itself in the 

world natural gas market and develop a strategy for future energy policies. 

(Hirschausen et al. 2010: 3) 

How cyber threats are handled across the energy sector is very much 

dependent upon the business activity of the energy company. Cyber security efforts at 

a sector-wide level vary widely between electricity and oil and gas, with electricity 

ostensibly favouring a regulatory approach not dissimilar from other efforts to 

mitigate reliability issues under the NERC umbrella. An oil and gas exploration and 

production firm may have operations around the globe, including in dangerous 



environments. They may face traditional or cyber espionage attempts by foreign 

national intelligence services. Foreign powers or terror organizations (including those 

with state sponsors) may also attempt to develop the capacity to disrupt or damage 

critical infrastructure. Electricity distributors are likely particularly vulnerable to such 

attacks. Mitigating the threat to such varied business entities is complex and multi-

faceted.  (Onyeji, Bazilian, Bronk, 2014:56) 

Energy Security in the Wider Black Sea Region is defined according to the 

two main schools of thinking that exist at the international level: the first approach is 

about alternative routes and alternative sources of supply – or alternative clients for 

those resources – and the second one involves the interdependence theory, concerning 

the capacity of involving in the upstream the distribution owner and the customer 

country and in the downstream the producer country. If the transit countries are also 

involved in the interdependence, a good energy security arrangement is likely, 

according to this school of thinking. (Chifu, 2010:9)  

 
Table 2. World transit oil maritime routes4 

																																																								
4 W.Foo, U.S. Energy Information Administration, International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation, 
Reuters, 2015. 



Issues related to energy security in the Black Sea-Caspian region involve 

primarily, but not exclusively, problems and concerns over the transportation of 

natural gas and crude oil to outside markets. This is a complicated subject, which also 

encompasses various technical, legal and environmental aspects. When discussing 

pipeline politics commentators often concentrate on relations between the 

governments of various states. However, one should not overlook the key role played 

by international energy companies and lending agencies in providing the necessary 

technical expertise and financial support in order to realize energy projects. (Winrow, 

2005: 85) 

Critical energy infrastructures include installations and networks for 

generating electricity and extracting oil and gas; storage and refineries; liquid gas 

terminals; nuclear power stations; water dams; and transport and distribution systems 

in this region(Umbach, 2013). While such attacks falling under the label cyber 

warfare or cyber terrorism depending on the affiliation of the attacker, are still rare, 

the nature of the threat is increasingly growing more sophisticated (Clayton and 

Segal, 2013; Umbach, 2013).  

 

As a Conclusion 

The threat on critical energy infrastructures from cyber attacks is significant 

and growing as energy system operations become more electronically interconnected. 

Despite the threat, it appears that the cyber- security risk is still more commonly 

associated with issues such as theft of confidential personal, commercial, or national 

intelligence, than with cyber- enabled physical attacks on critical infrastructure. 

Nevertheless, the threat to economies is real, and system failures could lead to high 

societal and economic costs. The threat is also changing rapidly, and how it will 

‘‘look’’ in even a short time horizon is not at all clear – this makes the design of risk 

mitigation strategies very difficult. It also makes evaluation of programs and projects 

underway hard to measure in terms of success.  

Still, under most scenarios, efforts to mitigate the cyber threat to CEIs will 

likely need to be intensified – and international cooperation could be a useful aspect 

of this. But calls for such cooperation are simple to make; innovation and flexibility in 

how we respond to such a rapidly changing threat environment will be crucial. 

Finally, although the manner in which the power sector and the oil and gas sectors 



address these issues will be very different, linking aspects of best practices, 

knowledge-sharing, training, and tools within the energy community will be 

important. 
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